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SOLRMAP Purpose
• Provide high quality solar 
measurements in support of deploying 
Concentrating Solar Thermal projects
• Provide NREL with research-quality 
data sets for refining solar models and 
developing solar forecasting 
capabilities.
Collaborative Project between NREL and Industry
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SOLRMAP Benefits
• Lends NREL credibility to data sets used for 
economic analyses and commercial justification
• Helps minimize costly mistakes in estimating capacity 
and economic return on investment
• Helps maximize the development of projects for 
which adequate solar resources exist
• Provides data to NREL for research to 
improve/validate models and explore RA innovations
• Helps maintain collaborative channels between 
NREL and industry.
Win-Win
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SOLRMAP Description
• Supervise on-location station 
setup and technician training
• Specify instrument type, how 
they are installed and 
maintained
• Data quality assessment, data 
distribution, reports, and 
archiving 
• Fund regular instrument 
calibrations
• Maintain data confidentiality and 
restrict access if requested
• Will have explicit access to all 
data for research, including 
restricted data (such that 
confidentiality is maintained).
• Purchase and own (or lease) all 
equipment
• Provide infrastructure (venue, 
power, communications, 
support structure, etc.)
• Provide qualified staff and 
resources for on-going 
maintenance and repairs
• Commit to explicit period of 
participation and to NREL 
protocols
• Commit to assisting NREL in 
troubleshooting, maintaining 
system performance, and with 
instrument calibration swaps.
NREL’s RoleParticipant's Role
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SOLRMAP Who Participates?
Participants propose measurement locations
NREL evaluates proposal based on
• NREL requirements for additional data and relevance to national 
energy policy
– Will generally not seek locations already instrumented
– Potential to answer specific issues in modeling/forecasting
– Potential for increasing U.S. solar energy penetration
• Quality of proposed instrumentation and length of project
– Priority to higher quality instrumentation
– Priority to longer-term measurement proposals
• Relevance of proposed site to CSP technology
– Generally southwest U.S.
– No PV proposals (yet)
• General wherewithal of participant to fulfill requirements
– All viable players, large and small, welcome to propose
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SOLRMAP Logistics of Participation
• NREL will solicit proposals of participation
– Simple narrative and questionnaire to characterize site and purpose 
of the measurements
• Proposals will be evaluated and prioritized by NREL with 
relevance to research and national energy goals
• NREL and Participants will sign a Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement (CRADA)
– Formalizes the no-funds exchanged arrangement
– Takes several weeks to several months to complete
• Site installation will be arranged at mutual convenience
– NREL or representative must participate (at NREL cost)
– Training for maintenance personnel
• Data collection commenced
– Quality analysis, web access, reports
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SOLRMAP Data Reports
What Participants Will Receive
• Web access to real time one-minute data (depending on 
capabilities  of communications system)
• Annual instrument calibrations
• Data quality analysis and troubleshooting reports
• Summary reports (e.g. monthly mean daily totals, diurnal 
reports)
• Final report on quality and uncertainty of the data and how it 
describes the resource magnitude and variability over the 
measurement period 
NREL Will not Provide
• Analysis or recommendations of a location’s suitability for 
technology deployment
